
CRASH COURSE, SESSION 5 

How Do I Publish My Book? 



What You’ll Learn: 
»  How to publish your book the “right way” the first time 

»  The pros and cons of going exclusive on Amazon  

»  How to publish to the other platforms 

»  How to publish a paperback on CreateSpace 



What You’ll Need  
»  A finished ebook in MOBI and EPUB format 
»  A book cover image in JPG format 
»  A finished paperback interior file in PDF format  
»  A finished paperback cover file in PDF format  
»  Your finished book description 



Simple Always Wins 
»  DIY means high time and high stress 
»  Get the help you need to get you through this process 
»  The pros don’t even consider DIY 



The World’s Longest River 
»  In most cases, Amazon is the top dog  
»  They also have one of the simpler publishing processes  
»  Benefits include price control, cover or interior updates, sales 

tracking, etc.  



Exclusive or Not? 
»  You have the option to join KDP Select 
»  The pros of joining 

»  Inclusion in KDP Select, more visibility, higher sales rank, promos and 
advertising 

»  The cons of joining 
»  Can’t put the ebook version elsewhere, can’t make it permanently free, 

subjected to Amazon’s whims 

»  Your decision, but I’m currently in with some of my books  



Prep Work 
»  Ebook file, cover, and description 
»  Two categories  
»  Seven keywords  
»  Category trick  



The Rest of the Gang 
»  You can go direct to Nook, Apple, and Kobo 
»  To keep things simple, I recommend Draft2Digital 
»  You can publish the book to all those platforms at once  



D2D Considerations 
»  Your books need to meet the basic requirements of each 

platform 
»  Make sure to tell your formatter where you plan to publish the 

ebook  
»  D2D has fantastic support (if you have troubles) 



Fun With Paperbacks 
»  Nothing quite like holding it in your hand 
»  Non-essential for fiction 
»  You’ll likely sell more ebooks 
»  If time is tight, focus on the ebook  



A Little More Complicated  
»  Page numbers matter in formatting 
»  ISBNs 
»  Matte vs. Glossy & Cream vs. White  
»  Need to check a proof before you publish 



Future Paperback Fun 
»  Amazon is developing a one-click solution called KDP Print 
»  I’m waiting until after beta to recommend 
»  Could be a good time-saver if you don’t care about custom 

formatting 



Recap 
»  Publishing to KDP isn’t too scary  
»  D2D may save you time to get your book “wide” 
»  CreateSpace requires some choices that often come down to 

fiction vs. nonfiction 



Homework  
»  Publish your first book and let the group know AND/OR… 
»  Congratulate another student on getting that book out there 
»  If you’ve completed the homework for all five sessions, let me 

know by tagging me in a Facebook Group post!  


